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The stereotype of the starving artist might soon be a thing of the past, thanks to social
media. Dunlin-born artist Fran Haplin has been working as a full-time commercial artist
since her graduation from DIT, Fine art in 1997. Her first solo show takes place in Dublin
Smock Alley on June 2nd, and Halpin has already sold 80 per cent of the work after
building up a presence on social media.  
   "Being an artist, or rather a new breed of artist, social media enables me to build an
exciting and scalable online business" she said. 
   Using mainly Instagram and community-driven Facebook groups, Halpin has already
sold seven large original paintings from her first solo exhibition collection. 
    "there is now a waiting list of 60 for my print collection and this is growing each day"
she said. 
    Halpin had already built a following on social media for her mural work, but to promote
the exhibition she began sharing the journey from creation to the final product. 
   This was not a sales strategy. She just wanted to share this new project with her
followers. "Little did I know it would have such a huge impact my sales" she said. 
   "Social media is a game-changer for increasing not only my reach, but building fans who
are willing and excited to travel to my opening. Instagram is fantastic for reaching a new
audience and with the use of smart hashtags, profile descriptions and landing pages you
can extend to a new audience and build an online following". 
   Halpin also found social media useful from a personal development/ support
perspective.She is a member of the Biscuit Community, an online creative group which
provides support and education. 
   "Being a creative entrepreneur who usually works solo in a studio can feel lonely and
isolating. Social media, specifically the Biscuit Community, has opened up a whole new
world for me and my art work". 
   Halpin is also increasing her profit potential by offering copies of the paintings for sale.
Each painting in the exhibition has been scanned by the Copper House, a gallery in
Dublin, using the Cruse scanner, which produces images far exceeding the results
achieved by photography and conventional scanner. This is then printed onto the finest
quality paper. 
   To maximise sales during her exhibition, Halpin will accept orders on these type of
prints as an entry product for her audience. "I believe art needs to be accessible to
everyone of every budget. It look like I will have to increase my print order with the copper
house by 150 per cent to keep up with the demand from my social media engagement
around this offering".  


